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Fix Your Really Bad PowerPoint by @slidecomet : based on an ebook by @ThisIsSethsBlog REALLY
POWERPOINT BAD based on the ebook by SETH GODIN FIX YOUR SETH GODIN is one of our all-time
FAVOURITE marketing visionaries. we share a pet peeve for POWERPOINT. CRAPPY and a LOVE for
AMAZING ONES.
Fix Your Really Bad PowerPoint by @slidecomet : based on
Hate 'Really Bad PowerPoint'? So do we. Coincidentally, so does our favourite marketer : Seth Godin. Enjoy
his timeless wisdom.- authorSTREAM Presentation
Fix Your Really Bad Powerpoint @Slidecomet |authorSTREAM
Fix Your Really Bad PowerPoint An excellent summary of Seth Godinâ€™s book by the same title, this quick
deck has some important tips for better presentation design: Stop using your slide as a teleprompter.
Fix Your Really Bad PowerPoint â€“ Inspired Slides
If the PDFMaker plugin is not available create your PDF by going into the print menu: a. In the first screen
select â€˜Adobe PDFâ€™ (Fig. 12) from the Printer Name drop-down menu. Print Range should be
â€˜Current Slideâ€™ (if there is more than one poster/slide in a document create separate PDFs for each by
repeating the process described here).
Producing high resolution PDFs from PowerPoint guide
How to Fix a Corrupted PowerPoint PPTX File. A corrupt file can bring your well-prepared presentation to a
screeching halt. There are several ways you can try getting a corrupted file to load, including moving it to a
new location,...
5 Ways to Fix a Corrupted PowerPoint PPTX File - wikiHow
However, in newer versions of PowerPoint for macOS, after version 2011, you can set the print quality of a
PDF to a higher or lower standard. You can set the print quality of the PDF to High , Medium , or Low
â€”depending on your need.
Save PowerPoint presentations as PDF files - Office Support
In some cases, your animated GIFs may lose their animation. The same thing happens in Word
2007/2010/2013 and the fix is the same. Solution. PowerPoint 2007/2010/2013 have an option to
automatically compress images when you save the presentation. That's a good thing. This option is turned on
by default. And that can be a bad thing.
PowerPoint makes pictures blurry or unsharp, loses GIF
Troubleshoot font problems. ... The Missing Fonts Fix. If you run into font substitution problems, either locate
and install a copy of the needed font or use the Replace Fonts feature. ... Here you see a list of the fonts that
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PowerPoint has sent to the PDF. Here you see that the PDF uses Bauhaus, Arial and Calibri, which are the
fonts used for ...
Troubleshoot font problems - The PowerPoint FAQ
There are several reasons why a powerpoint file may have been damaged. In some cases, it is possible to fix
and recover the corrupt ppt (PowerPoint 2003, 2002, 2000, 97), pptx( PowerPoint 2007, 2010), pps file. If
your ppt, pptx or pps presentation has accidentally become corrupt/inaccessible for opening with the original
software, don't lose heart! You do not have to buy expensive software to repair just one damaged powerpoint
file anymore.
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